
The Spectrum Of Tests International
Competition Law 45: Unlocking the
Complexities of Global Market Competition
Welcome to the intricate world of international competition law, a subject that
holds immense significance in shaping the dynamics of global markets. With the
rise of multinational corporations and cross-border transactions, understanding
the spectrum of tests in international competition law has become crucial for
ensuring fair business practices and creating a level playing field for all market
players.

In this comprehensive article, we will delve into the depths of international
competition law, exploring its key principles, the various tests employed, and their
relevance in maintaining healthy competition in the global marketplace. So put on
your legal thinking cap and join us on this enlightening journey!

The Significance of International Competition Law

International competition law, often referred to as antitrust law, aims to promote
fair and unrestricted competition, prevent monopolistic practices, and safeguard
consumer welfare in the global market. It encompasses a wide range of legal
regulations and procedures designed to maintain market competition, protect
intellectual property rights, and prohibit anti-competitive behaviors such as
cartelization, abuse of dominance, and mergers that harm competition.
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With the advent of the internet and globalization, businesses now have the ability
to operate globally. This has heightened the need for effective competition laws to
curb the misuse of market power, ensure free trade, and foster innovation.

The Spectrum of Tests in International Competition Law

In order to assess the compatibility of business practices with competition law, a
spectrum of tests has been developed, each evaluating different aspects of
competition. These tests play a crucial role in determining the legality or illegality
of business conduct. Here, we will explore some of the key tests employed in
international competition law:

1. The Dominance Test

The Dominance Test focuses on identifying market players with significant market
power that could potentially hinder or eliminate competition. It evaluates market
shares, barriers to entry, and the impact of a firm's conduct on competition. If a
company is found to have abused its dominant position, it may face severe
consequences.

2. The Effect-based Test
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The Effect-based Test examines the actual or potential impact of a business
practice on competition in the market. It takes into account factors such as market
foreclosure, price discrimination, and exclusivity agreements. This test primarily
focuses on the consequences rather than intent.

3. The Consumer Welfare Test

The Consumer Welfare Test assesses whether a particular practice benefits or
harms consumers in terms of prices, choice, quality, and innovation. It focuses on
protecting consumer interests by encouraging competition and preventing anti-
competitive behavior that may lead to increased prices or reduced product
offerings.

4. The Public Interest Test

The Public Interest Test considers broader societal and economic factors in
addition to consumer welfare. It evaluates the effects of a business practice on
job creation, economic growth, and regional development. This test ensures that
competition laws strike a balance between protecting consumers and promoting
overall welfare.

5. The Market Definition Test

The Market Definition Test is crucial in identifying the relevant market in which
competition takes place. It helps determine the boundaries within which a firm
operates and assesses its market share and competitive environment. This test
enables competition authorities to effectively analyze market power and anti-
competitive activities.

6. The Cross-border Effects Test

The Cross-border Effects Test deals with situations where conduct in one country
has an impact on competition in another. It ensures that competition laws have



extraterritorial reach, preventing businesses from circumventing regulations by
operating through subsidiaries or affiliates in different jurisdictions.

Real-world Applications of the Spectrum of Tests

Now that we have explored the various tests employed in international
competition law, it is essential to understand their practical applications. Let's look
at a few examples:

1. Google's Dominance Case

In the European Union, Google faced allegations of abuse of dominance,
primarily related to its search engine dominance and the promotion of its own
services over competitors. The Dominance Test was employed to evaluate the
impact of Google's conduct on other market players and consumers, ultimately
resulting in the imposition of significant fines.

2. Microsoft's Browser Bundling Case

Microsoft faced similar allegations surrounding the inclusion of its Internet
Explorer browser in its Windows operating system. The Effect-based Test was
used to determine the potential anti-competitive effects of this practice. As a
result, Microsoft was required to offer a choice of browsers to its users, promoting
competition in the market.

3. Facebook's Acquisition of Instagram

When Facebook acquired Instagram, competition authorities employed the
Market Definition Test to assess whether the acquisition would lead to a
substantial lessening of competition in the relevant market. The scrutiny resulted
in stricter regulatory oversight to ensure fair competition.



International competition law plays a crucial role in maintaining fair and
competitive market environments across the globe. The spectrum of tests
employed in this field allows for a comprehensive evaluation of business
practices, ensuring that they align with the principles of competition. By
understanding these tests and their real-world applications, we can collectively
work towards creating a healthy and vibrant global marketplace where innovation
thrives and consumer welfare is protected.

So, the next time you hear the term "international competition law," remember
that it represents a complex and multifaceted endeavor aimed at preserving the
essence of fair trade and fostering global economic growth.
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Under Article 102 TFEU, dominant firms are allowed to compete, but only to the
extent their market behaviour does not constitute an abuse. Needless to say, the
wording of the article neither explains what an abusive restriction of competition is
nor how such a practice can be identified. Rather than developing a one-size-fits-
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all test applicable to all forms of market behaviour by dominant firms, the
European Court of Justice (ECJ) and the General Court (ex; Court of First
Instance) have set out a system of tests for separate categories of conduct.
Drawing on the full range of the EU Courts’ relevant case law, this very useful
book analyses the conditions that must be fulfilled for a broad range of business
practices to be deemed abusive within the meaning of Article 102 TFEU, and also
identifies the criteria that must be fulfilled for a practice to be ‘objectively justified’.
The potentially abusive practices studied here (as defined in the relevant case
law) include the following: predatory pricing; margin squeezing; exclusivity
agreements; loyalty rebates; refusals to supply to induce exclusivity; secondary
line price discrimination; vexatious litigation; acquisitions of intellectual property
rights (IPRs); refusals to supply necessary inputs; provision of storage equipment
on the condition of exclusive use; selective above-cost price cuts; tying;
technological integration; and refusal to license IPRs. The author also contrasts
the Commission’s decisional practice with the case law, assesses approaches
under U.S. antitrust law to similar forms of conduct, and incorporates insights
from economic theory. This study greatly enhances our understanding of the
distinction between abusive conduct and lawful competition. In the course of its
clarification of the EU Courts’ responses to individual forms of market behaviour,
an overall approach to the identification of exclusionary abuses under Article 102
TFEU begins to come into view. Apart from the important new synthesis the work
offers legal scholars, there can be little doubt this book will prove a valuable asset
and even an inspiration to competition lawyers.
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